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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel interface for controlling crowd
animation. Crowd animation is widely used in movie production and computer
games. However, to make an intended crowd animation, a lot of agent model
parameters have to be tuned through trial and error. Our method estimates
crowd parameters based on a few example paths given by a user through a
sketch-based interface. The parameters include guiding paths, moving speed,
distance between agents, and adjustments of the distance (crowd regularity).
Based on the computed parameters, a crowd animation is generated using an
agent model. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method through our
experiments.
Keywords: Crowd Animation, Sketch-based Interface, Agent Model.
(a) input paths

(b) generated crowd animation

Fig. 1. Overview of our system. The parameters for crowd control are estimated from a few
example paths that are given by a user (a). Based on the parameters and an agent model, a
crowd animation is generated (b). The user can make a crowd animation interactively.
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Introduction

Recently, crowd animation has been widely used for movie production and computer
games. Using crowd animation techniques, a user can create an animation in which a
large number of characters move around and interact with each other for scenes such
as soldiers in combat, pedestrians on a street, stadium audiences, etc. Crowd

animation can be created using commercial or in-house animation systems. For the
majority of systems, an agent model [1][2] is used for controlling characters (agents).
An agent model controls individual agents based on application dependent rules such
as following a leader, keeping a distance between other agents, avoiding obstacles, etc.
As a result of the movements of individual agents, a natural crowd behavior is
generated. However, to make an animation, a user has to tune various parameters for
the agent model such as initial positions, paths, moving speed, distance, etc. These
parameters are usually tuned through a graphical user interface which the animation
system provides. Because a small parameter change can cause a drastic change in the
animation, and users cannot predict the result when they change a parameter, the
parameter tuning process can be very arduous work.
To solve this problem, we propose a crowd animation system in which users can
specify the parameters intuitively thorough a sketch-based interface using a pen-tablet
or mouse device (Figure 1). A user of our system is asked to give a few example paths
for the agents to roughly follow. The system automatically estimates parameters that
satisfy given paths. Based on the given paths, parameters such as guiding path,
moving speed, standard distance between agents, and distance deviation are computed.
By using the estimated parameters and the agent model, a crowd animation is
generated. Using our system, a user can make crowd animations interactively by
giving just a few example paths.
In this paper, we describe our interface design (Section 3), the parameters that our
method uses and how to compute them (Section 4), and our agent model (Section 5).
We also show experimental results and the effectiveness of our system (Section 6).
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Related work

Crowd animation is an important topic in the computer graphics field. There has been
a lot of research on crowd animation. As explained in the previous section, agent
models have been widely used in research [1][2]. More advanced crowd models such
as path planning, collision avoidance and vision-based control have also been
developed.
Currently, an animator can make a crowd animation using commercial animation
systems such as Maya, Max, or Softimage. However, they have to describe scripts for
a crowd model and for the user interface. This is a very tedious task. Recently, an
animation system specializing in crowd animation, MASSIVE [3], has been widely
used for movie production. MASSIVE employs an agent model that uses
sophisticated decision rule trees. A user can edit the decision rule trees using a
graphical interface. However, it is difficult to construct or modify these.
There has been research on user interfaces for controlling animated crowds. Ulicny
et al. [4] proposed a brush interface with which a user can specify parameters for
individual agents in a crowd by painting them. However, the parameter values that are
applied to these agents have to be set with a conventional interface. Moreover, the
user cannot specify crowd movements such as individual paths, speed, distance
between agents, regularity of crowd, etc., because those parameters not only depend
on agents but also depend on positions in the scene. Sung et al. [5] proposed a crowd

animation system in which a user can specify agent behaviors on each region of a
scene. However, the user cannot specify parameters and behaviors which depend on
the agents themselves. Moreover, the user still has to specify rules and parameters for
each region manually.
There is also research into automatic estimation of crowd parameters. Several
research groups [6][7][8] proposed methods for making a crowd animation based on
movies of real pedestrians shot from above. Their methods estimate the moving
velocity and direction of each point in the scene. Agents are controlled based on the
computed vector field. Their method can make a natural crowd animation based on
real pedestrians. However, a user has to prepare a movie of pedestrians, which is
difficult to shoot. Jin et al. [9] proposed a crowd animation system in which a user can
specify the moving velocity and direction on any point in the scene. The system
generates a vector field for crowd control. These methods can control crowd
movements such as paths and widths of crowds. However, they cannot control
detailed agent movements such as distance between agents and regularity of agents,
both of which our method can control. In addition, our method determines such
parameters based on the example paths given by the user.
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Interface Design

Our system is designed so that the user’s intention is reflected in the generated
animation. In this section, we describe the interface design and explain how it works.
The implementation is explained in the following sections.
A user of our system is asked to input one primary path and a few additional paths
as example paths for the crowd. The primary path (red path in Figure 1 (a)) specifies
the rough path of the overall crowd. The additional paths (blue paths in Figure 1 (a))
are for specifying the crowd behaviors or paths of individual agents in more detail.
First, a user can specify the initial distribution of agents by drawing an outline of
the region where the user wants to put the agents. The user then inputs one primary
path and any additional paths. The system generates a new crowd animation when the
user inputs new paths. The user can also undo and redo the paths. Therefore, the user
can create a crowd animation in an interactive manner.
The general path and moving speed are controlled by the primary path. The crowd
follows the primary path, and the moving speed of agents is based on the input speed.
The agents walk slowly where the user inputs the path slowly.
The distances between agents, regularity of distances, and individual paths are
controlled by the additional paths. First, the distances between agents varies based on
the width of all given paths. As shown in Figure 2, when the width of the paths is
wide, the agents spread out, and when the width is narrow, the agents get closer to
each other. We designed this interface because we can assume that users usually
intend to spread the agents out when they specify wide paths.
Second, the regularity varies based on the smoothness of the additional paths. As
shown in Figure 3, where the paths are rough (zigzag), the agents move irregularly,
which means that the distances between agents are not uniform. On the other hand,
where the paths are smooth, the agents keep the distances between each other uniform.

(a) spread crowd

(b) close crowd

Fig. 2. Control of the distance between agents.
(a) irregular crowd

(b) regular crowd

Fig. 3. Control of the regularity of agents.
(a) agent paths of two additional paths

(b) agent paths of four additional paths

Fig. 4. Control of paths of agents.

We designed this interface because users intend to move agents irregularly when they
specify non-smooth paths.
Finally, the paths of individual agents are based on the additional paths. The path
of each agent is affected by the additional paths that are close to the initial position of
the agent. The more additional paths the user gives, the more they can control the
movements of the agents, as shown in Figure 4. The green paths in Figure 4 represent
the guiding paths generated for each agent. This is explained further in the next
section.
Usually a user inputs at least one or two additional paths to specify the distance
and regularity. When users want to specify agents’ paths in more detail, they add
more additional paths.
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Crowd Parameter Estimation

This section describes our method for computing crowd parameters. We explain the
crowd parameters that are used in our method. We then explain how to compute them.
4.1

Crowd Parameter

We use an agent model [1][2] for controlling crowds. There has been research on
many possible types of parameters. In our agent model, we use the crowd parameters
that are shown in Table 1. All crowd parameters vary according to points along the
guiding paths, which means that the crowd movements vary during the animation. We
represent the varying parameters as a series of variables. The subscript k = 1...K of
all parameters represents the index number of points where K is the total number of
points. Each agent is controlled by the parameters of the closest point. In addition,
some parameters vary depending on the agents, so each agent has a different value.
The subscript j = 1...M of the parameters represents the index number of the agents
where M is the total number of agents.
Table 1.

Crowd parameters.

Name
Guiding path

Variables

Uniform or Individual

{

P j = p j ,1 ," , p j , k ," , p j , K

} Individual

Moving speed

vk

Uniform

Standard distance to other agents

sk

Uniform

Adjustment of distance to other agents

4.2

a j ,k

Individual

Input Path

As explained in Section 3, the crowd parameters are computed from one primary path
and a number of additional paths given by the user. The paths that the user draws on
the screen are projected on the ground to compute the positions in the scene
coordinates. Qi = qi ,1 ," , qi ,k ," , qi , K represents the points of the paths. The

{

}

subscript i = 1...N represents the index number of each path where i = 1 is the
primary path and i = 2...N are the additional paths. The subscript
k = 1...K represents the index number of the sampling points. Sampling points of all
additional paths are normalized based on the primary path so that the points of all
paths are aligned with the same number. The primary path also has
Ti = ti ,1 ," , ti ,k ," , ti , K , times when each point is given (drawn) by the user.

{

}

For computing crowd parameters, the system computes smoothed additional paths
first. Qi = qi ,1 ," , qi , k ," , qi , K represents smoothed additional paths computed

{

}

from Qi . The reasons that we use smoothed paths are explained later. There are a

number of methods for smoothing a path. We use a spring model in our
implementation. On each iterative step, each sampling point is moved slightly to
make the angle at the point smaller, and to maintain the distance to the original path.
By repeating this step until the points converge, a smoothed path is computed.
The initial positions of all agents o j and the number of agents M are computed
from the outline of the region that the user draws first. The system distributes agents
in the region with a fixed distance.
The crowd parameters are computed from o j , Qi , Ti , and Qi . In the following
section, we describe how we compute each parameter.
4.3

Guiding Path

{

}

The guiding path P j = p j ,1 ," , p j ,k ," , p j , K controls the moving path of each agent.
Each agent moves so that it follows the guiding path. Note that each agent may not
follow the guiding path exactly, since it is also affected by other factors such as
keeping a distance with other agents, and avoiding obstacles.
The guiding path for each agent is computed by blending given paths, which are
the primary path and all smoothed additional paths. We use the smoothed path instead
of original paths, because a user may input a zigzag path intending irregular crowd
movements but not intending a zigzag movement. Smoothed guiding paths are
suitable for most animations. The blending weights of all paths for each agent are
computed based on the distances between the paths and the initial position of the
agent. Individual agents are affected by paths close to them.
Computation of a guiding path is as follows. First, blending weights of all
smoothed paths for each agent is computed by
wi , j =

1
li , j

2

, wi , j =

wi , j

∑w

.

(1)

i, j

i =1

where li , j is the distance between the j-th path Q j and the initial position of the i-th
agent oi . We decided to use an inverse quadratic function for computing weights.
The blending weights wi , j are computed by normalizing the weights. Finally, each
point of the guiding path p j , k is computed by blending the positions of all paths
with their matching blending weights wi , j . This process is repeated for all agents j.

4.4

Moving Speed

The moving speed vk affects the crowd’s maximum speed. It is simply computed
from the user’s drawing speed of the primary path by using the equation,

vk =

4.5

q1, k − q1,k −1
t1, k − t1,k −1

.

(2)

Standard Distance Between Agents

The standard distance between agents sk is for controlling the distance between
agents. This is a common parameter for all agents. The distance of each agent is
altered by the adjustment of distance a j ,k which is explained next.
The standard distance sk is computed from the width of all paths as explained in
Section 3. First, the widths of the all paths wk are computed for each point
k = 1...K on the primary path Q1 . wk is computed by finding the farthest pair
from

{qi,k } ( i = 1,", K )

and by computing the distance between that pair. The

standard distance sk is then computed in proportion to wk as follows,
sk = sscale log ( wk + 1) + smin .

(3)

where smin , sscale are the minimum distance and distance scaling, respectively. We
use a logarithmic function to avoid sk becoming too big. smin is set so that it
prevents collisions between agents. smin = 2m is used in our experiments.
4.6

Adjustment of Distance Between Agents

The adjustment of the distance a j ,k is an agent specific parameter to vary the
distances between agents. This parameter is based on the roughness/smoothness of the
additional paths as explained in Section 3. We compute the adjustment from the
distance between the original path and the smoothed path. If a given path is smooth,
this value should be close to zero. Otherwise, it becomes large.
Computation of adjustment of distance a j ,k is as follows. First, at each k-th point
of each j-th additional path, the distance d j ,k between the original path Qi and
smoothed path Qi is computed. Since the distance varies from zero to the maximum
distance on a zigzag path, to compute the maximum distance at each point, we find a
maximum distance within a path window α . α is computed so that the path
window becomes about two meters. The distance D j ,k is computed as follows,

(

D j , k = max qi , k −α − qi ,k −α ," , qi , k − qi , k " , qi , k +α − qi , k +α

)

.

(4)

Second, the magnitude of adjustment at each k-th point Ak is computed by taking
the average of the distance between the original and smooth paths. Finally, the

adjustment of the distance of the j-th agent at the k-th point a j ,k is computed. To
make variations in response to the magnitude of Ak , a random value from 0.5 to 1.0
is multiplied as follows where random ( a, b ) is a random function.
N

Ak =

∑D

i ,k

N , a j ,k = random ( 0.5,1.0 ) Ak .

(5)

i=2
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Crowd Animation

This section describes how our system generates a crowd animation using an agent
model. There are many variations of agent models [1][2]. We decided to introduce the
following three rules as controlling rules.
• Each agent follows a specific guiding path.
• Each agent keeps a specific distance from other agents.
• Each agent avoids obstacles.
On some agent models, a rule for making agents follow a leader is introduced.
However, instead of such a rule, we decided to use the first rule, because using
guiding paths can result in similar movements and a user can control the agents’ paths
more specifically by manipulating guiding paths.
For each agent, three kinds of forces: f path j , f distance j , and f avoid j , are computed
based on the above three rules. f path j is the force for making an agent follow a
guiding path. This is computed so that the agent moves toward the next sampling
point of the path p j , n . f distance j is the force for making an agent keep their distance
from other agents. The distance constraint between two agents is computed by taking
an average of the distance parameters of the two agents ( j -th and j ′ -th agents),
d j , j′ = s j ,k +

e j , k + e j ′, k
2

.

(6)

The force for the j-th agent f distance j is computed from all nearby agents as follows.

f distance j

⎧
⎪k
⎪ distance x j ′ − x j
=
⎨
j ′=1 ⎪
0
⎪⎩
M

∑

(

⎛

) ⎜⎜1 − x
⎝

⎞
⎟ if x j ′ − x j < β d j , j ′
⎟
.
j′ − x j ⎠

d j , j′

(7)

if x j ′ − x j ≥ β d j , j ′

where kdistance is a constant magnitude of force. β defines the range of nearby
agents. On our implementation, we use β = 1.5 . f avoid j is the force for making an

agent avoid obstacles. This force is computed using a similar equation to equation (7).
Finally, the force on each agent f j is computed by summing up all the forces.
On our agent model, an acceleration a j is computed from the force f j . The
position x j and velocity v j is updated based on the acceleration a j . The velocity
is restricted by the maximum moving speed vk .
aj =

fj
Δt

, v j′ = a j Δt + v j , v j′ = vk

v j′
v j′

if v j′ > vk , x j′ = v j′ Δt + x j

(8)

where Δt is the time between the current frame and the previous frame. Orientation
of the agent r j is computed based on the velocity v j′
To render a character on the scene, we need a posture of the character in addition to
position x j and orientation r j . In our implementation, we simply use a walking
motion clip to represent the posture of each agent on each frame.
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Experimental Results and Discussion

We have implemented the proposed method using C++ and OpenGL. The system
generates crowd animation interactively. We have done preliminary experiments to
show the effectiveness of our system. As well as the sketch-based interface, we also
developed a conventional interface for our system so that the user could specify the
crowd parameters of our methods directly with the mouse and keyboard.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our interface, we measured the times for creating a
crowd animation. Four undergraduate and graduate students participated in the
experiments. The subjects were asked to create a crowd animation that matched an
example movie using both our sketch-based interface and the conventional interface.
The subjects were asked to stop when the generated animation looked close enough to
the example movie according to the judge, and the time was measured. The example
crowd animations were created using our system in advance. On our experiments we
used two example animations: simple and complex. They are shown in the
accompanying movie.
Table 2.

Average time for making a crowd animation (minutes : seconds).
Interface
Proposed interface
Conventional interface

Simple crowd
0:51
10:00

Complex crowd
1:50
30:30

Table 2 shows the results of our experiments. According to the results, our
interface is more effective than the conventional interface. Moreover, the more
complex the crowd movements, the more effective our interface is.
Currently our method is specialized for crowd animations where agents travel as a
group. In practical crowd animation, the agents perform various actions and interact

with each other (e.g., combat, conversation, reaction of audience, etc.). These kinds of
actions can be realized by user commands or behavioral models. User commands can
be given through a conventional interface or possibly a gesture-based interface. To
use behavioral models, complex rules and parameters have to be tuned by the user.
This would be difficult through a sketch-based interface. We developed the sketchbased system explained in this paper, because we thought that a sketch-based
interface would be the most suitable for controlling a traveling group. As a future
work, we want to extend our system so that a user can give action commands to
agents through a sketch-based interface. A sketch-based interface for describing
behavioral rules is also an interesting future work.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an intuitive sketch-based interface for controlling
crowd movements. We have implemented our method and demonstrated the
effectiveness of our interface. Currently, the main target application of our method is
for animation production. However, this technique can be used for various
applications such as computer games, communications across metaverses, behavioral
simulations and so on, because even non-professional users can use our interface very
easily. Our future work includes improvement of the agent model, addition of crowd
parameters and estimations, support for action commands through the sketch-based
interface, and addition of group parameters for animating multiple groups.
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